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We are a group of young female
creators based in Brisbane,

Australia. Our content is focusing
on women power, innovation, and

spirituality.

EMZ IMAGERY

Director & Producer: Emilia Lau
Hello! You can call me Emz. It is a

pleasure working with you. I am a die-
hard technology fan who likes

building social media presence for
brands. I find social media is a

valuable tool to drive creative
business. I created Emz Imagery with

professional actors, dancers and
filmmakers in Brisbane to push the

creative industry. We are a group of
fun people to work with!

 



THE TEAM

Graduated with Bachelor of Fine Arts (Drama) in
Queensland University of Technology and studying

Masters of Screen Production (Digital Filmmaking) at
Griffith University, Emilia shows outstanding creative

leadership in content production and direction.
Notable collaborations include Oculus Quest, Oscar

Wylee, and Mearth. 
 

Emilia Lau

Helena Fox

Helena is an experienced pole dancer, the winner of
Pole Expressions in 2020 and 2021, and a finalist in

Queensland Pole Championships, Australian Amateur
Performer Competition, and Floorplay.



THE TEAM

Rani has been a co-host of the 4zzz radio show Zedgames
since 2019 and partakes in many different gaming

industry events and understand another facet of the
creative industry. She is also a musician in orchestras

and bands throughout Brisbane and performed at
Woodford Festival.

Rani Tesiram

Nina Hazeal

Nina is a professional event planner who provides
budget-friendly services and creates the beautiful
events and parties you dream of! She focuses on the

stress of the entire planning process so you can enjoy
your day. She would love to bring your vision to life!



THE TEAM

Brie Jurss is a Gold Coast based professional stage and
screen actor. Brie and her husband launched their own
production company. Imperfect Creatives is designed to

provide quality content for creatives at affordable
prices. Brie is a proud member of M.E.A.A and sits on the

Actors Equity branch council.

Brie Jurss

Jess Briskie

Jess Briskie is an Australian dancer and actress.
Starting dance at the age of 5, Jess trained in many

styles as a child, including Jazz, Ballet, Lyrical,
Contemporary, Tap and Acrobatics. 



THE TEAM

Candice Wilson is a versatile and magnetic actress
based in Noosa, Australia. Her artistry has taken her to

New York, Melbourne, London, Adelaide, Brisbane and
Noosa where she has performed in stage plays,

television, short films, music videos and commercials.
Candice is a Howard Fine Acting Studio graduate and

stands out with her multi-disciplined skill-set in
vocals, movement, musical theatre, fitness and yoga.

Candice Wilson

Danielle Sharp

Danielle is a passionate model, actor and performer
who puts her all into any role she is given. She has been

involved in film and television since her late teens
through school based dance and drama and has

continued to gain experience through roles in both
short films and commercials, promo films and being

cast as a performer at Movie World's fright night and
TVC two years in a row. As a model she has done an

extensive number of photoshoots in varied styles, both
for experience and to represent brands and venues. She

is also a strong character suit performer and
chaperone with experience performing at various well

known shopping centres and in children's shows.
Danielle has been training as an aerialist in aerial
silks and lyra for over 3 years and is very flexible.



THE TEAM

Drew graduated from the Central Queensland
Conservatorium of Music with a Bachelor of Theatre

(Drama). She has professional experience in Children's
Theatre; having toured North Queensland schools as
well as working with a resident Theatre Company in

Brisbane. She also has a wealth of experience
performing in contemporary and classic plays, musicals

and Theatre Restaurants

Drew Mclean

Emma Cain

Emma is a professional florist and an experienced
model and aerialist based in New South Wales and

Brisbane. Her quirky personality and her hair colour
have attracted many gig opportunities.



THE TEAM

Nadia Milford is an Australian dancer and
choreographer who uses the intrinsic language of the
body to encourage awareness and compassionate. She

pollinates her practice with film, theatre,
installation and new technology. With movement as a

genesis for her creativity, Nadia’s work engages people
in immersive experiences that connect at sensory

touchpoints. 

Nadia Milford

Oxlee

With an infectious energy and cutting-edge sound,
OXLEE has built a reputation in the Australian music

scene as a promising up-and-comer, cementing his
position in the industry with the release of his brand-

new Alt-Pop/R&B single 'I Wonder.



POPULAR BRANDS I HAVE
WORKED WITH

OSCAR WYLEE
TIJN EYEWEAR

LUST MINERALS
TIJN HOMELIFE

MEARTH SCOOTERS
SUDIO EARPHONES

...and more!
 
 
 
 
 
 













Total followers: 13k (recorded in October
2021)

Engagement rate: 5%
Reach: 15k

Impressions: 52k
Interactions: 2.1k

 
Top follower locations: Brisbane (City),

Australia and Brazil (Country)
Gender: 65% women and 34% men

Age range: 18-34 years old
 

RELEVANT SOCIAL MEDIA NUMBERS



HOW WE WORK

To produce the content you are after (e.g. Reels, Feed
posts, Stories, YouTube videos), we work in our

content studio for 5 hours minimum. This includes
researching, planning, filming and editing.

 
Our talent call is $40/hr  x 4 hours on set

Our filmmaker/photographer charges  $50/hr x 4
hours on set, 2 hours editing

That sums up a base rate of $460
 

However, if your needs require more hours for us to
complete filming, rates will change accordingly.

 
**Rates are in AUD

 



LIST OF SERVICES

UPON REQUEST
BRAND AMBASSADOR

GIVEAWAY
INSTAGRAM TAKEOVER

APPEARANCE & HOSTING
SPEAKING

TRAVEL



CONTACT INFORMATION

Email: support@emzimagery.com
 

Websites:
www.emzimagery.com

 
Brisbane, 4000 QLD, Australia


